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For the long-term preservation of space mission data, CNES has developed the STAF service. The STAF service was introduced in 1995 and has been steadily improved since then.

STAF infrastructure is currently in version 3 (“STAF v3”).

Unlike STAF v3, which uses dedicated infrastructure and software, the STAF redesign ("STAF v4" project) relies on components made available to the Mission Centers or Data

Centers, to adapt to their needs in terms of data storage or catalogs. These components are the Datalake object storage infrastructure and the REGARDS access catalog framework

(Open Source project available on Github).

STAF v4 project is also an opportunity to improve governance of the CNES archives.

Framework REGARDS

STAF v3 architecture

STAF v4 architecture

Use case migration

• Generic software (Open Source available on Github)

• Development started in 2015

• Using for CNES archives & Mission Center (SWOT)

• Implement the FAIR principles

• Implement OAIS functionnal model (CCSDS)

• Composed of a back end and a front end

• Easily adaptable & configurable to various space projects

[Back End]

•Microservices architecture

•Each microservice matches an elementary REGARDS function

•Plugin mechanism to extend functions of microservices and web interface

•Each microservice exposes a REST or AMQP API

[Front End]

•Provides a user and an administration web interface 

•Provides enhanced IHM configuration capabilities

The service needs to evolve for the following reasons:

• To handle a growing archive volume

• End of maintenance for SL8500 libraries

• Production of T10K cassettes SOLARIS stopped

• Software obsolescence (STAR client)

• The STAF is only managed by STAR client in command line (no user interface, no access right

managed)

Assessment of 25 years of use:

• 4 petabytes (~57 million files)

• No data loss

• Archive of exclusive data

• Data archived but not referenced in a catalog

• Archive managed by REGARDS and by other applications (resulting unreferenced and non-usable
data)

• STAF v4 is a componant of the CNES datalake infrastructure (tier 3)

• Capacity of 25 petabytes (~400 million files)

• Object storage (S3)

• Implement user interface & access right managed by REGARDS

• Only accessible through REGARDS (interface & REST API)

• Infrastructure evolution transparent for the business

• Build a metadata catalog "storage" similar to that of the datalake infrastructure

• Implement an overview of the archive by REGARDS catalog

• The renewal of the service allows to make an inventory of the obsolete archive

Context

• [1] Request to STAR client to extract files

• [2] Star client sends a request to STAF v3 to extract files from the target tape

• [3] Extraction & copy on the datalake tier 2 (disk)

• [1] REGARDS sends request to the tier 2 datalake (disk)

• [2] Data referenced in REGARDS (building metadata)

• [3] REGARDS request STAF v4 to copy files

• [4] File path updated in the catalog (with integrity control)

Planning

• Migration of only valid files after inventory

• Migration is realized by businesses with the support of SERAD

Capture of REGARDS IHM

with storage value


